
Construction
1 Using the Pear A template, draw 
and cut three shapes from the green 
patterned fabrics, marking the dots on 
the wrong side of the fabric. Pin two 
Pear A shapes right sides together and 
sew from dot to dot, starting at the fat 
end, ¼in from the edge. Backstitch at 
each end to secure. See Photo 1.

2 Open up and pin the third piece to 
one edge and sew to the other pieces 
as above. This is the outside of the pear.
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Tip
Use lots of pins to line up the edges 
and take your time when sewing to 
avoid slippage and puckering

Level:
Fabric requirements 

1, 16.5cm x 14cm (6 
½in x 5 ½in) piece of                       
cream patterned fabric

3, 18cm x 7.5cm                      
(7in x 3in) pieces of     
patterned green fabrics

1, 10cm x 6.4cm (4in x 2 ½in) 
piece of cream fabric

1, 11.5cm (4 ½in) square           
of green fabric

1, 5cm x 10cm (2in x 4in)   
piece of brown felt 

Other requirements
1, 16.5cm (6 ½in) square           
of batting

Sewing machine with ¼in 
patchwork foot

Pencil or fabric marker

Templates provided on the 
pattern sheet

Toy stuffing (eg Hobby fill)

Needle and matching thread

Rotary cutter, ruler and     
cutting mat

Quilt basting spray or pins

Pinking shears and              
fabric scissors

Iron

Dimensions
7.5cm x 15cm (3in x 6in)

Photo 1 Photo 2

3 Cut one Pear B shape from the cream 
patterned fabric, one Pear Flesh shape 
from the solid fabric, and one Pear 
Batting piece. Centre the batting on 
the wrong side of the Pear B shape 
and spray-baste or pin together. Flip 
over and position the Pear Flesh shape 
on top and spray-baste or pin. Quilt the 
three layers together by sewing around 
the edge of the Pear Flesh shape. See 
Photo 2.

4 Cut two Pear Pip shapes and 
hand-stitch in position. Cut the Pear 
Stalk rectangle from the felt and roll 
up lengthways. Pin in place and whip-
stitch to secure the end. See Photo 3.

Pear



Quilt some tasty-looking 
fruity pincushions! 
Use up those precious 
scraps to add pizzazz to 
your sewing area, or make 
them as gifts (if you can bear 
to part with them)
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Projects

Tutti frutti!
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5 Cut two, 2in x 4in rectangles of 
green fabric, and one of batting. Layer 
the batting between the two green 
rectangles and pin or spray-baste 
together. Using the template, trace 
a leaf shape onto one of the two 
rectangles and quilt by sewing ¼in 
inside the marked line. Backstitch at the 
start and end to secure. Add leaf details 
by quilting lines through the middle.

6 Cut around the outside line with 
pinking shears. See Photo 4. Pin and 
sew the stalk and leaf to the top of the 
Pear A shape. 

7 Pin the Pear B piece to the Pear A 
piece, right sides together and sew dot 
to dot, ¼in down one side. Backstitch 
at the start and end to secure.

8 Repeat for the other side, leaving 
a 2in gap for turning. Turn the pear 
right side out and carefully push out 
the corners and seams. A chopstick is 
handy for this. Stuff until firm. Ladder-
stitch the opening closed.

Photo 3 Photo 4

Tip
The stalk and the leaf of the pear are 
very bulky once in position – sew over 
these with care and a strong needle

Level:
Fabric requirements 

4, 19cm x 10cm (7 ½in x 4in) 
pieces of brown, orange and 
yellow patterned fabrics 

1, 30.5cm x 18cm                  
(12in x 7in) piece of green 
patterned fabric 

1, 15cm x 18cm                      
(6in x 7in) piece of medium    
or heavyweight interfacing 

Other requirements 
1, 38cm x 20.5cm (15in x 8in) 
rectangle of batting 

Sewing machine with 1/4in 
patchwork foot

Pencil or fabric marker

Templates provided on the 
pattern sheet

Toy stuffing (eg Hobby fill)

Needle and matching thread

Rotary cutter, ruler and    
cutting mat

Quilt basting spray or pins

Pinking shears and              
fabric scissors

Iron

Dimensions
7.5cm x 11.5cm (3in x 4 ½in)

Construction
1 Cut four Pineapple shapes from the 
patterned fabric, and four from the 
batting. Mark the dots on the batting. 
Pin a piece of fabric to a piece of 
batting and quilt with diagonal lines 
approximately ½in apart to create the 
pineapple skin effect. Repeat for all 
four pieces.

2 Pin two pineapple shapes right sides 
together and sew ¼in down one edge, 
dot to dot, securing at the start and 
end with a backstitch. Repeat for the 
remaining two pieces.

Pineapple
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Tip
Continue to stuff even while         
ladder-stitching the opening closed 
by using something pointy to push 
the stuffing in, so you aren’t left with   
a dimple in the side

3 Pin the pairs right sides together, 
lining up the edges. Sew down the 
edges, leaving a 2in gap on one side 
for turning. Turn the pineapple right 
side out. See Photo 5.

4 Stuff until firm and ladder-stitch the 
opening closed.

5 Cut 10 Pineapple Leaf shapes from 
the green fabric, and five pieces of 
interfacing. Sandwich a piece of 
interfacing between two fabric pieces 
and pin together. Sew around the edge 
with a matching thread using zigzag 
or blanket stitch to finish the edges. 
Repeat to make five leaves.

6 Cut two Pineapple Top circles and pin 
right sides together. Sew all around the 
edge with a 1/8in seam and backstitch 
at the start and end to secure. 

Cut a hole in one side and turn right 
side out. Carefully push the edges out. 
Press well. Pin the five leaves to the 
wrong side of the circle in a star-like 
arrangement. Sew around the edge 
of the circle to secure the leaves in 
place. See Photo 6.

7 Pin the leaves to the stuffed 
pineapple and hand-stitch around the 
underside using whip stitch. Fold up 
the leaves and tack together with a 
couple of stitches to make them stand 
up. See Photo 7.

Photo 5 Photo 6 Photo 7

Laura Potts
Laura keeps herself busy making 
beautiful handmade quilts from her 
home studio. She lives with her other 
half, two cats and three hens (called 
Myrtle, Priscilla and Audrey!). She 
describes herself as “an old soul in a 
young body”. See more of her work at 
www.dimplestitch.co.uk 


